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President ’s Letter
Welcome to our Summer 2014 newsletter!  
We take another look back, this one by  
two-time Chapter President Gary Blank.  
And we have a write-up – with pictures –  
of our first “Field Trip.”  

We also want to remind you of our annual 
Summer Conference in Las Vegas, and  
celebrate successes and transitions. 

Spring Conference – What a Success!
I want to begin by thanking Brad Wall and the Spring Conference 
Committee for a great experience. We heard from O.C. Tanner  
on the virtuous cycle created by employee appreciation;  
Facebook and Intuit on Financial Wellness; Trucker◆Huss on 
new legal developments; Jean Ackerman of the Department  
of Labor on regulatory issues; SageView on Revenue Equalization;  
Mercer on Pension Risk Management; and Jamba Juice,  
the California Dental Association and Melita Group  
on Wellness Programs. The O.C Tanner keynote address  
commanded our rapt attention in a masterful development  
of the value of employee appreciation. Again, well-earned 
thanks to Brad and his team!

Las Vegas:  July 27th to 30th
Our annual conference in Las Vegas runs from Sunday, July 27 
to Wednesday, July 30. We will be at the wonderful Bellagio 
hotel. This promises to be a terrific conference! General sessions  
include the Washington Update by Brian Graff, a DOL report 
by Phyllis Borzi, and an update on same-gender marriage  
laws and their impact by Ron Triche and Julie Burbank.  
Concurrent sessions are organized into five tracks: Plan  
Sponsor, Legal, H&W, Actuary, and TPA/Consultant.

Please check out our summer conference information at  
www.westernbenefits.org. I’ll see you there!

Membership Renewal
It’s time to renew your Western Pension membership for 
2014/2015. This will ensure your continued access to our  
Chapter meetings, Field Trips, Brown Bags, LinkedIn updates, 
and our Silicon Valley and Spring Conferences.

Emails directing your renewal are coming your way!  It’s easy 
to renew on our website. Please do so today! We are also 
happy to take your renewal by phone – we want to make 
your membership easy – just give us a call.

Thanks Steve and Welcome Bertha!
I want to thank Steve Kjar for two years of great programming 
for our Chapter. As chair of our SF Program Committee, Steve 
and the Committee brought us innovative and interesting  
sessions, ranging from the FBI on cybercrime, to collaboration 
with the Commonwealth Club on retirement income planning, 
to our Pension Nuggets format. 

Steve, we appreciate you and your Committee’s hard work 
and innovation over these past two years!

In this issue, we welcome Bertha Minnihan, of Moss  
Adams LLP, as our incoming chair of the SF Program  
Committee. Please see Bertha’s profile inside this issue.  
Welcome, Bertha!

Law Firm Retirement Plans
Bill Berry, of Orrick, Herrington & Sutcliffe, and I will lead 
a Brown Bag session on law firm retirement plans in the first 
half of July. We will explore what mid- to large-sized law 
firms are doing with their partner retirement programs. This 
includes discussion of cash balance and variable annuity plans, 
interest crediting & investment issues, IRS benefit limits, 
plan terminations, and more. Please look for emails on this 
upcoming lunch session. 

Field Trips
Our first field trip to Peet’s Coffee was a success!  Please see 
inside for Lori McKenzie’s write-up and great pictures to 
commemorate this fun event. More field trips to come –  
these are a great new cost-free membership benefit. Please 
watch your email and our LinkedIn page!

Thanks for your support,
Andrew Ferguson
aferguson@altmancronin.com
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Past  
President’s 
Column

When I first joined the “Western Pension 
Conference” in 1977, we had dinner 
meetings held at the World Trade Club in 
the Ferry Building. The evening commenced 
with a cocktail hour about 7 p.m., followed 
by dinner with wine, and the speakers got on 
about 8:30 to 9:00 p.m. The primary speaker 
was always preceded by a “significant 

issues” spokesperson, who would expound on a recently issued 
Revenue Ruling, Treasury Regulation or private letter ruling that 
would have an impact on retirement plans. There were normally 
150 to 175 people in attendance – about 1/3 plan sponsors and 
in some cases the owners of small business who cared about 
the welfare of their retirement plans. Given the late start and 
alcohol, the questions were sometimes colorful, contentious  
or even antagonistic on occasion, depending on the identity  
of the speaker. Needless to say, the times were very different.

The organization’s name and mission was changed to the 
“Western Pension & Benefits Conference” at the annual  
meeting of the Joint Council of Presidents in Hawaii, in  
July 1979. Why were we in Hawaii?  Whenever it was up  
to the Los Angeles Chapter to host the annual meeting, they 
held it in Hawaii. They argued that if we held the annual 
meeting in Los Angeles, none of their Chapter members would 
attend. So, about every 5 years, we were all off to Hawaii for 
the annual meeting. 

Earlier in 1979, the San Francisco Chapter hosted the Human 
Resource Manager of Comerica Bank from Wisconsin, who had 
recently installed a new form of health plan known as a flexible 
benefits plan. He argued that the flexible benefit plan offered 
more choices to employees and hopefully helped control health 
care costs (this before anyone could anticipate the crippling 

increase in costs for group health care plans). With the new 
interest in the cost of health care benefits and the changing 
regulatory environment (remember Section 89?), the Joint 
Council of Presidents decided to change the name and 
mission of the organization.

I retired in 2010 and now have nothing to do with Aerissa –  
or however it is spelled. For about half of the year, I am  
a Director and Treasurer of Alameda Youth Basketball, a 
league for 3rd graders through 8th graders run exclusively  
by volunteers. Last year, we had 702 players on 76 teams. 

My wife and I also take classes in Berkeley with an 
organization called the Osher Life Long Learning Institute, 
which conducts courses for those over age 50 by University 
of California professors, professors emeritus or other 
interesting speakers. One course we took was given by the 
scientist who ran the NASA Astrobiology Laboratory for 
20 years. His topic was, “Finding Life in the Universe, How 
Will We Know it When We see It?”  In short, there are many 
interesting things to do after one stops working for money. 
Also, many non-profit organizations badly need management 
skills.

I really enjoyed all the years I spent in WP&BC. The 
camaraderie of the group was always fun and indeed, one 
always learned something at every meeting. I wish all of  
you still in the organization the best for the future. 

Best Wishes,

Gary Blank, President 1979-1981, 1989-1991

All Things Change
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Peet’s Coffee & Tea
By: Lori McKenzie, Charles Schwab & Co., Inc.

Field Trip

the roaster. It is both an art and a science. We were informed 
that they roast coffee five days a week and ship it direct to 
their customers and stores daily.

We all agreed that this was a great event, we learned about 
current events in ERISA litigation, and also the reason why 
Peet’s brews such delicious coffee – it is FRESH!

We were given an additional reward of a Peet’s gift card 
courtesy of Wells Fargo, and samples of Peet’s newest pods 
for single serve machines.

We’d like to note that the Peet’s facility is not open to the 
public, therefore we owe a special thank you to our hosts 
Kelly Nielsen from Peet’s HR Group and Tim Shortt of 
Wells Fargo for organizing this private tour for our benefit.

All in all a wonderful morning, and we are already planning 
the next field trip!

On a rainy Friday morning of April 25, 10 curious and 
caffeine-deprived (or depraved as the case may be) members 
of WP&BC’s San Francisco Chapter gathered at the 
headquarters of Peet’s Coffee & Tea for our inaugural  
field trip series.

We kicked off the morning with coffee fresh off the roasting 
floor, and a special anniversary blend of tea, while Chris 
Rillo presented us with the latest litigation update from 
Washington D.C. Both his talk and the coffee were excellent, 
and made for a wonderful start of the day.

We then donned hair nets and went on a private tour of the 
plant. We learned about the green coffee beans imported from 
all over the world, but mostly from South America and Africa. 
Shipped directly to the Port Of Oakland, it is then just a short 
drive to the storage and roasting facility that has been custom-
designed and built to Peet’s exacting needs. 

We literally saw tons of coffee in burlap bags, ready to be 
sorted into silos and then roasted. The “roast masters” are like 
wine makers, finding just the right blend of beans and time in 
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INCOMING PROGRAM CHAIR

Bertha Minnihan

Name: Bertha Minnihan, CPA
Company:  Moss Adams LLP

Title:  Partner, National Practice Leader, Employee benefit plans

Education: Marist College, NY

Years in the industry: 18

Please tell us about 
your first “real” job:   I interned in college at a hospital in their accounting department with one of my roommates.   
 We actually found fraud! It was really fun and funny.

BUSINESS BACKGROUND
Nature of your work:  I lead our employee benefit plan audit practice for the firm. I also have client responsibilities and oversee  
employee benefit plan audits for many clients.

How you got into the field:  I fell in love with auditing in college when I shadowed my audit professor at his firm. I knew I wanted  
to be in public accounting ever since.

What you like about the field:  It’s like solving puzzles and following clues. It’s always changing and different. It keeps us on our toes.

PERSONAL
Ways you spend free time:  Shopping, volunteer work, spending time with family and friends, relaxing and watching some of my 
favorite mystery shows.

Guiding philosophy:  My guiding light is my Christian faith and that we always have a choice!

Favorite charities:  Ones that help youth, the disabled and that have promoted education.

What will you do when you retire:  I’m sometimes not sure what it means to retire; often means that you don’t do what you’ve done 
for work and I love what I do, so I would like to consult in my current field for as long as I can. Also teaching and volunteer work 
would be my things to do if I had more time.  
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MEMBER PROFILE

Anjuli M. Cargain

Name: Anjuli M. Cargain
Company:  Saltzman & Johnson Law Corporation

Title:  Attorney

Education: Rutgers School of Law-Camden (JD); University of California-San Diego (BA)

Years in the industry: I have practiced as an attorney for five years. My experience includes business litigation, employment and  
 bankruptcy. Since last year, I have been in the field of employee benefits.

Please tell us about 
your first “real” job:  Soon after graduating from college, I joined an economic research firm in La Jolla, CA. I reported on the  
 daily financial news and developed and supplemented economic models pursuant to the firm’s ongoing  
 research. 

BUSINESS BACKGROUND
Nature of your work:  My practice focuses on the representation of employee benefit plans. I advise trustees on compliance, plan  
design, and benefit administration, including inquiries based on qualified domestic relations orders. I also handle all phases of  
litigation, primarily regarding withdrawal liability matters on behalf of multi-employer plans.  

How you got into the field:  While completing my undergraduate degree in economics and law degree, I developed an interest in 
retirement planning, tax policy and employment law. The field of employee benefits incorporates these interests. After gaining  
experience in the legal industry, I took the initiative to seek out a position where I could specialize in the field of employee benefits. 

What you like about the field:  The field of employee benefits helps to bring about positive outcomes for employers and employees 
during their working years and through retirement. I am attracted to the sophisticated legal issues and the interaction with plan sponsors 
and consultants in the strategic development, administration, and management of plans. Furthermore, I enjoy analyzing the legislative 
and regulatory changes affecting pension, health and welfare and executive compensation plans. I am appreciative of the opportunity 
to be a contributing author of the regulatory and legislative update for the Western Pension & Benefits Council’s quarterly newsletter.  

PERSONAL
Ways you spend free time:  As a Bay Area native, I have a natural affinity for the outdoors. I spend the majority of my free time 
hiking, jogging, and relaxing on the beach with my friends and family. I also enjoy wine tasting in Napa and Healdsburg. 

Guiding philosophy:  I strongly believe that hard work pays off. This motivates me to put my best foot forward and take steps toward 
my professional and personal goals each day. 

Favorite charities:  The Lawyers’ Committee for Civil Rights of the San Francisco Bay Area Legal Services for Entrepreneurs. This 
program provides business legal services to low-income individuals who want to start or develop for-profit businesses. I regularly  
assist small business owners in general business counseling, contract formation, and entity selection. I find it very fulfilling to help  
others turn their dreams into a reality.  

Last books read:  Stieg Larsson’s The Girl with the Dragon Tattoo. 

Restaurant recommendations:  I am a fan of any restaurant that offers a diverse wine list, unique cocktails, and reliable food 
selections. Absinthe Brasserie & Bar in San Francisco is one of my current favorites.  

What will you do when you retire:  I hope to travel to as many tropical islands as possible with my husband, a seasoned beach 
enthusiast. 
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continued on page 7

Q U A R T E R L Y  
L E G I S L AT I V E  &  
R E G U L AT O R Y
U P D AT E

Qualified Retirement Plans
Final Rule Changes Premium Filing Deadlines: On March 10, 2014, 
the Pension Benefit Guaranty Corporation (“PBGC”) issued 
final rules requiring small defined benefit plans to file their  
flat-rate and variable-rate premiums at the same time as 
midsize and large plans. The regulations set the premium due 
date for small plans as 9-1/2 months after the beginning of 
the premium payment year, subject to a one-year transition 
rule. Small plans that operate on a calendar-year basis for 2014 
must file their premiums by February 15, 2015. For the 2015 
calendar year, small plans must file their premiums by October 
15, 2015. The PBGC issued a package of proposed rules in July 
2013, including the small-plan premium provision; the PBGC 
finalized another portion in January 2014, when it set October 
15, 2014 as the due date for both flat-rate premiums and  
variable-rate premiums for large plans. The new rules finalized 
the rest of the proposed rule package. The PBGC also:

• Set the final premium due date for plans terminating in  
a standard termination for no later than the date when  
the post-distribution certification is filed;

• Capped the self-correction penalty at 50% of the unpaid 
amount;

• Codified the penalty relief policy for payments made not 
more than 7 days late; and

• Amended regulations in accord with the Moving Ahead 
for Progress in the 21st Century Act and the Bipartisan 
Budget Act of 2013 and to avoid retroactivity of the 
PBGC’s rule on plan liability for premiums in distress  
and involuntary terminations.

The final rules were effective April 10, 2014 and are applicable 
for plan years starting on or after January 1, 2014.
SOURCE: http://www.pbgc.gov

Proposed Rule on Fee Disclosure Guide: On March 11, 2014, the 
Department of Labor (“DOL”) issued a proposed rule and  
a Fact Sheet requiring covered service providers to furnish  
a guide to the responsible plan fiduciary to supplement  
disclosures under Section 408(b)(2) of the Internal Revenue 
Code of 1986, as amended (the “Code”), in the circumstance 
where disclosures are contained in multiple or lengthy  
documents. By way of background, on February 3, 2012, the 
DOL published a final rule concerning disclosures that must 
be furnished before plan fiduciaries enter into, extend or  
renew contracts or arrangements for services to certain  

pension plans in order for such a contract or arrangement 
to be “reasonable,” as required by the Employee Retirement 
Income Security Act of 1974, as amended (“ERISA”). The final 
rule was effective for covered plans on July 1, 2012, and was 
designed to help ensure pension plan fiduciaries are provided 
the necessary information to assess both the reasonableness 
of the compensation to be paid for plan services and potential 
conflicts of interest that may affect the performance of services. 
Under the proposed amendment, if a guide is required, the 
covered service provider must direct the fiduciary to the  
location in the disclosure documents where the fiduciary  
can find: 

• The statement and description of services to be provided; 

• The description of all direct and indirect compensation, 
any compensation that will be paid among related parties, 
compensation for termination of the contract or arrange-
ment, as well as compensation for recordkeeping services; 

• The required investment disclosures for fiduciary services 
and recordkeeping, and brokerage services, including 
annual operating expenses and ongoing expenses, or if 
applicable, total annual operating expenses; and

• The identity of a person or office and the contact 
information that the responsible plan fiduciary may use  
to follow-up on the disclosures.

The DOL published the proposed rule in the Federal Register 
on March 12, 2014. Written comments on a guide requirement 
generally as well as on specific elements of such a guide are 
due on June 10, 2014. The DOL proposes that the amendment  
becomes effective 12 months after publication of a final 
amendment in the Federal Register.
SOURCE: http://www.dol.gov/ebsa

Changes to Internal Revenue Code Section 403(b) Pre-Approved Plan 
Program: On March 26, 2014, the Internal Revenue Service  
(the “Service”) issued Revenue Procedure 2014-28 modifying 
Revenue Procedure 2013-22, which sets forth the procedures 
for issuing opinion and advisory letters for Code Section 
403(b) pre-approved plans (prototype plans and volume  
submitter plans). Under the program, pre-approved sponsors  
may apply for approval of a Code Section 403(b) prototype  
plan or a volume submitter plan. Once approved, plan  
sponsors make the plan available to employers for adoption. 
Revenue Procedure 2014-28 makes the following changes  
to Revenue Procedure 2013-22:

http://www.pbgc.gov
http://www.dol.gov/ebsa
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• Reduces the required number of employers expected to 
adopt a plan sponsor’s pre-approved plan from 30 to 15;

• Reduces the required number of plan sponsors required to 
use a mass submitter’s plan as their pre-approved plan on 
a word-for-word identical basis from 30 to 15; and

• Changes the definition of a “minor modifier” by allowing 
a plan sponsor to make minor modifications to a mass 
submitter’s volume submitter plan as well as its prototype 
plan.

The modifications were effective as of April 14, 2014.

On March 26, 2014, the Service also issued Announcement 
2014-16 stating that it will soon issue opinion and advisory 
letters for Code Section 403(b) pre-approved plans that were 
restated for changes in plan qualification requirements listed 
in the 2010 Cumulative List and that were filed during their 
second submission period under the remedial amendment 
cycle under Revenue Procedure 2007-44. The Service expects 
to issue the letters on March 31, 2014, or, in some cases, as 
soon as possible thereafter. Starting May 1, 2014, and ending 
April 30, 2016, applications will be accepted for individual 
determination letters from employers under the second 6-year 
remedial amendment cycle for defined contribution pre- 
approved plans.
SOURCE: http://www.irs.gov

Safe Harbor Procedures for Rollover Contributions to Qualified Plans: 
On April 3, 2014, the Service issued Revenue Ruling 2014-9, 
which provides safe harbor procedures for administrators to 
use in determining the validity of a direct rollover to a  
qualified plan. Revenue Ruling 2014-9 illustrates two  
hypothetical examples; one where the rollover is coming 
from another employer retirement plan and one where the 
rollover is coming from an Individual Retirement Account 
(“IRA”). Revenue Ruling 2014-9 explains how, under each 
situation, the plan administrator can reasonably conclude that 
the rollover is a valid rollover contribution. Importantly, the 
plan administrator can rely on and search the DOL’s database 
(http://SOURCE: http://www.efast.dol.gov) for the latest 
Form 5500 for the transferor plan. If Plan Characteristic Code 
3C (which indicates that the plan is not intended to be  
qualified under Code Section 401, 403, or 408) is not marked 
on the Form 5500, the plan administrator can use the Form 
5500 as conclusive evidence that the transferor plan is qualified. 
In the case of a rollover from an IRA, the plan administrator 

can rely on a check stub provided it reflects an account titled 
“IRA of [Name of Distributee]” and a certification from the 
beneficiary that the distribution does not include after-tax 
amounts and that the beneficiary will not attain age 70-1/2  
by the end of the year.
SOURCE: http://www.irs.gov 

Application of One-Rollover-Per-Year Limit for IRA Rollovers: On 
March 20, 2014 the Service issued Announcement 2014-15, 
which addresses the application to IRAs of the one-rollover-
per-year limitation. Code Section 408(d)(3)(B) provides that  
an individual is permitted to make only one rollover in any 
one-year period. Proposed Treasury Regulation Section  
1.408-4(b)(4)(ii) and IRS Publication 590 provide that this  
limitation is applied on an IRA-by-IRA basis. However, a 
recent Tax Court opinion, Bobrow v. Commissioner, T.C. Memo. 
2014-21 (2014), held that the limitation applies on an  
aggregate basis, meaning that an individual could not make  
an IRA-to-IRA rollover if they had made such a rollover  
involving any of the individual’s IRAs in the preceding  
one-year period. Per Announcement 2014-15, the Service  
anticipates that it will follow the interpretation of Code  
Section 408(d)(3)(B) in Bobrow and intends to withdraw the 
proposed regulation and revise Publication 590 accordingly. 
These actions by the Service will not affect the ability of an 
IRA owner to transfer funds from one IRA trustee directly to 
another, because such a transfer is not a rollover and, therefore, 
is not subject to the one-rollover-per-year limitation. The 
Service anticipates that IRA trustees will be required to make 
changes in the processing rollovers and disclosure documents. 
Accordingly, the Service will not apply the Bobrow interpretation 
of Code Section 408(d)(3)(B) to any rollover that involves a 
distribution occurring before January 1, 2015.
SOURCE: http://www.irs.gov 

Proposed Rule Removes Maximum Guarantee Limits and Five-Year 
Phase-In Rule for Rollover Contributions From Defined Contribution 
Plans to Defined Benefit Plans: On April 1, 2014, the PBGC issued 
proposed rules amending regulations on allocation of assets 
and benefits payable in terminated single-employer plans 
to clarify the treatment of benefits resulting from a rollover 
distribution from a defined contribution plan or other qualified 
trust to a defined benefit plan, if the defined benefit plan was 
terminated and trusteed by PBGC. On February 21, 2012, the 
Service issued Revenue Ruling 2012-4, which clarified certain 
qualification requirements under Code Section 401(a) for use 

http://www.irs.gov
http://SOURCE:
http://www.efast.dol.gov
http://www.irs.gov
http://www.irs.gov
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of rollover amounts to provide an additional benefit under  
a defined benefit plan. The proposed amendments would 
establish the rules for treatment of rollovers in plans that  
terminate underfunded, the most important of which are:

• A benefit resulting from rollover amounts would be 
treated as an accrued benefit derived from mandatory 
employee contributions in PC2 (portion of a participant’s 
accrued benefit derived from the participant’s mandatory 
contributions), to the extent that the benefit is determined 
using the rules of Code Section 411(c)(2)(B);

• Benefits earned from a rollover generally would not be 
affected by PBGC’s maximum guarantee limits under 
ERISA Section 4022(b); and

• Rollover amounts generally would remain untouched  
by PBGC’s 5-year phase-in limits. 

The proposed rules apply to terminations initiated on or after 
the effective date of the final rule. In the interim, the PBGC 
will make determinations under the current regulations, 
consistent with Revenue Ruling 2012-4, including paying the 
return of employee contributions under a benefit resulting 
from rollover amounts in a single sum. Comments on the  
proposed rule are due on June 2, 2014.
SOURCE: http://www.pbgc.gov 

Guidance Regarding the Retroactive Application of the United States 
v. Windsor Decision: On April 4, 2014, the Service issued Notice 
2014-19 and a series of questions-and-answers (“Q&As”)  
requiring qualified retirement plans to be administered to 
reflect the Windsor ruling effective as of June 26, 2013. The 
guidance states that a plan will not be treated as failing to 
meet the requirements of Code Section 401(a) for being  
considered a qualified plan merely because it did not  
recognize the same-sex spouse of a participant as a spouse  
before June 26, 2013. Plan sponsors must bring their plans 
into compliance with Revenue Ruling 2013-17 (issued on 
August 29, 2013) which requires plans to use the “state of 
celebration rule,” as of September 16, 2013. Per the Q&As, 
whether a plan needs to be amended to reflect the outcome  
of Windsor and Revenue Ruling 2013-17 depends on the 
terms of the plan. Plan sponsors must amend their plans as  
of the later of the deadline under Section 5.05 of Revenue Pro-
cedure 2007-44, or by December 31, 2014. On May 15, 2014, 
the Service released Notice 2014-37 with guidance on midyear 
amendments to safe harbor plans, stating that a plan will not 

fail to satisfy the requirements to be a Code Section 401(k) or 
(m) safe harbor plan merely because the plan sponsor adopts  
a midyear amendment as outlined in Notice 2014-19. Per 
Notice 204-19, an amendment is required if:

• The plan defines a marital relationship with reference to 
Section 3 of the Defense of Marriage Act;

• The plan’s definition of spouse is otherwise inconsistent 
with Windsor (specifically refers to opposite-sex spouses 
or specifically excludes same-sex spouses); and/or

• The plan chooses to apply the rules with respect to  
married participants in a manner that reflects the  
outcome of Windsor before June 26, 2013. An  
amendment is required to specify date on which  
the rule is applied in this manner. 

An amendment is not required if the plan language references 
“spouse,” “legally married spouse” or “spouse under Federal 
law” and no distinction between a same-sex and an opposite-
sex spouse is made, although a clarifying amendment may be 
useful for purposes of plan administration. 
SOURCE: http://www.irs.gov 

Social Security Administration Terminates Its Letter-Forwarding 
Program: On April 11, 2014, the Social Security Administration 
(“SSA”) announced that it will discontinue the letter-forwarding 
service on May 19, 2014, which has been in existence since 
1945. Under ERISA’s fiduciary rules, plan sponsors and  
administrators are required to locate missing participants in 
certain circumstances. The DOL Field Assistance Bulletin 
2004-02 (issued on September 30, 2004) outlined the  
permissible methods for locating missing participants by  
plan fiduciaries, which included: (1) using certified mail;  
(2) checking related plan records; (3) checking with the  
designated plan beneficiary; (4) using the Internal Revenue 
Service or SSA letter-forwarding service; and (5) performing 
an internet search. On August 31, 2012, the Internal Revenue 
Service released Revenue Procedure 2012-35, stopping its  
letter-forwarding program. Per the SSA’s April 11, 2014 notice, 
the SSA’s letter-forwarding service was terminated because, 
due to the rapid expansion of locator resources via free social 
media websites and pay locator services, the public now has 
wide access to the internet and the ability to locate individuals 
without relying on the SSA’s services. 
SOURCE: http://www.ssa.gov 

http://www.pbgc.gov
http://www.irs.gov
http://www.ssa.gov
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Final Rule on the Guaranteed Amount of Unpredictable Contingent 
Event Benefits: The new PBGC rule, issued May 5, 2014,  
incorporates the definition of an unpredictable contingent 
event benefit (“UCEB”) under ERISA and Treasury  
Regulations, and provides that the guarantee of a UCEB is 
phased-in from the latest of the date the benefit provision  
is adopted, the date the benefit is effective, or the date the 
event that makes the benefit payable occurs. The final rule 
includes 8 examples that show how the phase-in rules apply 
in various situations. The final rules are effective June 5, 2014 
and will apply to UCEBs that become payable as a result of  
a UCE that occurs after July 26, 2015.
SOURCE: http://www.pbgc.gov 

Health and Welfare Plans
Final Rules Streamline Information Reporting Provisions: On March 
5, 2014, the Service issued two final rules instructing  
providers on minimum essential health coverage subject to 
the information reporting requirements of Code Section 6055, 
enacted by the Affordable Care Act (“ACA”), along with  
certain revisions to increase consistency with previous  
guidance on information reporting requirements under Code 
Section 6056. The final rules provide for a single, consolidated 
form that employers that self-insure will use to report to the 
Service and employees to help simplify the process and avoid  
duplicative reporting. The final rules include the following 
key provisions: (i) a single, combined form for information  
reporting; (ii) a simplified option for employer reporting,  
including that for employers that provide a “qualifying  
offer” to any of their full-time employees, the option to report 
employee-specific information on a monthly basis; and (iii) 
the option to avoid identifying which of their employees are 
full-time. 

The regulations were effective March 10, 2014. 
SOURCE: http://www.irs.gov 

Extended Transition for Affordable Care Act-Compliant Policies and 
Final Rule on 2015 Benefit and Payment Parameters: On March 4, 
2014, the Department of Health and Human Services (“HHS”) 
and Center for Medicare and Medicaid Services (“CMS”) 
published a bulletin stating that individuals and small groups 
in health plans that do not comply with the ACA can keep the 
plans for an additional two years, extending to policy years 
beginning on or before October 1, 2016. A Notice of Benefit 
and Payment Parameters for 2015 final rule was also released 
on March 11, 2014. The final rule describes payment  

parameters applicable to the 2015 benefit year and standards 
relating to the premium stabilization programs (reinsurance 
program), open enrollment period for 2015, and the annual 
limitations on cost-sharing. The final rule also includes a 
provision from the proposed rules, with minor modifications, 
that exempts from the reinsurance fee for the 2015 and 2016 
benefit years self-insured group health plans that do not use a 
third-party administrator in connection with claims processing  
or adjudication or plan enrollment. HHS has also posted a 
2015 Health Policy Standards Fact Sheet on its website and 
provided a link to the 2015 Actuarial Value Calculator.
SOURCE: http://www.cms.gov
SOURCE: http://www.hhs.gov 

Increased Accessibility of Health Care Coverage for Same-Sex 
Spouses: On March 14, 2014, CMS issued a frequently-asked 
question stating that health insurance issuers offering non-
grandfathered group or individual health insurance coverage 
must offer coverage on the same terms and conditions to 
same-sex spouses that is offered to opposite-sex spouses.  
Federal regulations provide that a health insurance issuer  
offering non-grandfathered group or individual health insurance 
coverage cannot employ marketing practices or benefit  
designs that discriminate on the basis of certain specified  
factors, which includes an individual’s sexual orientation. 
CMS stated that group health plans are not required to provide 
coverage that is inconsistent with the terms of eligibility for 
coverage under the plan, or otherwise interfere with the ability 
of a plan sponsor to define a dependent spouse for purposes of 
eligibility for coverage under the plan. Instead, issuers are  
prohibited from choosing to decline to offer the option to 
cover same-sex spouses under the coverage on the same terms 
and conditions as opposite sex-spouses. Accordingly, while 
issuers are encouraged to implement this clarification for the 
2014 coverage year, CMS expects issuers to come into full  
compliance with the regulations as clarified in this guidance  
no later than for plan or policy years beginning on or after 
January 1, 2015. 
SOURCE: http://www.cms.gov 

CMS Discusses Retroactive Advance Payments of the Premium Tax 
Credit: On March 14, 2014, CMS published a bulletin (the 
“March 14th Bulletin”) clarifying its February 27, 2014 bulletin 
(the “February 27th Bulletin”), which is directed towards all 
marketplaces and provides relief for individuals who did not 
receive timely eligibility determinations and enrollment in a 

http://www.pbgc.gov
http://www.irs.gov
http://www.cms.gov
http://www.hhs.gov
http://www.cms.gov


Qualified Health Plans (“QHP”) as a result of technical  
difficulties. As discussed in the February 27th Bulletin, the 
relief comes in the form of retroactive enrollment in a  
marketplace QHP and the retroactive application of the  
premium tax credit and cost-sharing subsidies. The March 
14th Bulletin explains that the primary audiences for the  
guidance are State-based Marketplaces (“SBMs”), which are 
not required to implement either of the options discussed 
in the February 27th bulletin. The QHP issuer will also be 
required to adjudicate or re-adjudicate, as applicable, the 
enrollee’s claims incurred during the retroactive period, and 
refund or credit to the enrollee any excess cost sharing or  
premium paid, and ensure the provision of refunds or credits  
of any excess payments made by or for the enrollee for 
covered benefits and services incurred during the retroactive 
coverage period. Per the March 14th Bulletin, the SBM must 
act no later than the last day prior to the start of the open 
enrollment period for plan year 2015 to establish retroactive 
coverage effective dates, and that CMS expects the technical 
difficulties will be resolved by that time.
SOURCE: http://www.cms.gov 

Proposed Rule Regarding 2015 Exchange and Insurance Market  
Standards, Guidance Bulletin, and Final 2015 Annual Letter to  
Issuers: On March 14, 2014, HHS issued a proposed rule and 
guidance documents regarding the procedural steps and  
policies for providing affordable health coverage in 2015.  
The executive summary states that the rule proposes “various 
requirements,” including nondiscrimination standards,  
minimum certification standards and responsibility of  
qualified health plan issuers, enforcement remedies in  
Federally-Facilitated Marketplaces (“FFMs”), indexing required 
contributions, required contribution used to determine  
eligibility for an exemption from the shared responsibility  
payment under Code Section 5000A, and standards for  
allowing self-funded non-Federal governmental plans to  
opt-out of certain requirements under the ACA. The proposed 
rules also specify that types of state laws applicable to groups 
that help enroll for coverage under the ACA would conflict 
with or prevent the application of federal regulations. The 
policies outlined in the documents include the following:

• Standardizing consumer notices when health insurers 
decide to discontinue or renew coverage;

• Initiating quality reporting and enrollee satisfaction  
surveys;
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• Implementing new Small Business Health Options  
Program functions;

• Strengthening standards for Navigators and other  
consumer assisters;

• Improving premium stabilization policies for 2015; and

• Providing operational guidance and promote access to 
care in qualified health plans in the FFM.

Comments on the proposed rule were due on or before  
April 21, 2014. 
SOURCE: http://www.cms.gov 

Guidance Issued for Employers Who Fund Retiree Health Benefits 
Through Wholly Owned Subsidiaries: On March 27, 2014, the 
Service issued Revenue Ruling 2014-15 explaining that an 
arrangement, by which an employer funds its retiree health 
benefits through a wholly owned subsidiary, is insurance for 
federal income tax purposes. Subchapter L of the Code sets 
forth the regime for taxing insurance companies. Per Revenue 
Ruling 2014-15, neither the Code nor the regulations define 
the terms “insurance” or “insurance contract” but the United 
States Supreme Court has explained that for an arrangement 
to constitute insurance for federal income tax purposes, both 
risk shifting and risk distribution must be present. Thus,  
Revenue Ruling 2014-15 explains that to determine the nature 
of an arrangement for federal income tax purposes, it is  
necessary to consider all the facts and circumstances of  
a particular case, including the risks being shifted and  
distributed. Furthermore, the proper characterization of an  
arrangement may determine whether amounts paid under 
such arrangement may be deductible.
SOURCE: http://www.irs.gov 

Temporary Safe Harbor for Reporting on Expatriate Plan Premiums: 
On March 28, 2014, the Service issued Notice 2014-24  
providing a two-year temporary safe harbor for reporting  
expatriate health plan premiums for purposes of the health 
insurance provider’s fee under ACA Section 9010. Notice 
2014-24 explains that the Service proposed the Health  
Insurance Provider Fee regulations on March 4, 2013, and 
issued final regulations on November 26, 2013, providing 
guidance regarding the Section 9010 fee, which do not have 
specific rules for expatriate policies. Additionally, the Medical 
Loss Ratio final rule issued by HHS defines expatriate policies 
as group health insurance policies that provide coverage to 
employees, substantially all of whom are: (1) working outside 
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continued on page 12

their country of citizenship; (2) working outside their country 
of citizenship and outside the employer’s country of domicile; 
or (3) non-U.S. citizens working in their home country. Per 
Notice 2014-24, covered entities may apply for the safe harbor 
for purposes of reporting direct premiums written on Form 
8963, if the following requirements are met:

• File one or more Supplemental Health Care Exhibit 
(“SCHEs”) with the National Association of Insurance 
Commissioners reporting direct premiums written for 
expatriate plans;

• Have aggregate direct premiums written for expatriate 
plans reported on its SHCE(s) that include coverage of at 
least one non-United States health risk; and

• Attach a statement of certification to its Form 8963.

This notice was effective March 28, 2014 and applies only to 
fee years 2014 and 2015.
SOURCE: http://www.irs.gov 

Changes to Medicare Coverage in Response to the Windsor Decision: 
On April 3, 2014, HHS announced that the Social Security 
Administration (the “SSA”) is now able to process requests for 
Medicare Part A and Part B special enrollment periods, and 
reductions in Part B and premium Part A late enrollment  
penalties for certain eligible people in same-sex marriages.  
Per the announcement, while Medicare is managed by the 
CMS, the SSA is responsible for determining eligibility for,  
and enrolling people in, Medicare. In accordance with the 
Windsor decision, Medicare is no longer prevented by DOMA 
from recognizing same-sex marriages for determining  
entitlement to, or eligibility, for Medicare. The announcement 
contained a link to information for individuals in same-sex 
marriages, providing further guidance regarding Medicare 
enrollments for same-sex spouses.
SOURCE: http://www.hhs.gov 

Guidance on the Effect of Voluntary Disenrollment During Open 
Enrollment and Eligibility for Subsidies: On April 21, 2014, CMS 
published a single FAQ stating that during marketplace open 
enrollment, an individual can voluntarily drop their COBRA 
coverage and get a marketplace plan instead, even if their 
COBRA has not expired, and may be eligible for an advanced 
premium tax credit. Outside of open enrollment, if COBRA 
coverage expires, the individual will qualify for a special  
enrollment period and may also be eligible for a credit.  
However, an individual who drops COBRA coverage outside 

of the open enrollment period will not qualify for a special  
enrollment period. Per the FAQ, during the next open  
enrollment period or when COBRA expires, the individual 
could enroll in a qualified health plan and may be eligible  
for a tax credit.
SOURCE: http://www.cms.gov 

2015 Inflation Adjusted Amounts for Health Savings Accounts and 
High-Deductible Health Plans: On April 23, 2014, the Service  
issued Revenue Procedure 2014-30, which provides the  
inflation adjusted amounts for Health Savings Accounts 
(“HSA”) contributions and High-Deductible Health Plans 
(“HDHP”) limitations for calendar year 2015. Revenue Ruling 
2014-30 is effective for calendar year 2015 and states:

• The annual limitation on deductions under Code Section 
223(b)(2)(A) for an individual with self-only coverage 
under a HDHP is $3,350 (up $50 from 2014), and, for an 
individual with family coverage under a HDHP is $6,650 
(up $100 from 2014). 

• A HDHP is defined under Code Section 223(c)(2)(A) as 
a health plan with an annual deductible that is not less 
than $1,300 (up $50 from 2014) for self-only coverage or 
$2,600 (up $100 from 2014) for family coverage, and the 
annual out-of-pocket expenses (deductibles, co-payments, 
and other amounts, but not premiums) do not exceed 
$6,450 (up $100 from 2014) for self-only coverage or 
$12,900 (up $200 from 2014) for family coverage. 

SOURCE: http://www.irs.gov 

Information Reporting by Affordable Health Exchanges: On May 2, 
2014, the Service issued final regulations providing detailed 
rules for information reporting by health exchanges on  
enrollments in qualified health plans under the ACA. Code 
Section 36B directs health exchanges to report to the certain 
information necessary to reconcile the premium tax credit 
with advance credit payments and to administer the premium 
tax credit generally. The final rule follows the proposed rules 
issued in July 2013, which require exchanges to report  
information for all individuals who enroll in a qualified  
health plan. The final rules apply to tax years ending after 
December 31, 2013.
SOURCE: http://www.irs.gov 

Amendments to COBRA Notice Requirements and Updated Model 
Notices: On May 2, 2014, the DOL issued proposed rules 
amending COBRA notice requirements so that they are better 
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aligned with the ACA. The proposed rules require employers  
to notify individuals that if they are eligible for COBRA 
continuation coverage at the end of their employment, they 
may instead purchase health-care coverage through the health 
insurance marketplace. The proposed rules eliminate the  
current versions of the COBRA model general notice and  
election notice, and replace them with new versions that 
include information on enrolling in plans through the  
marketplace under the ACA. Additionally, the proposed  
regulations make technical changes to the instruction  
language pointing to the model notices. The proposed rules 
will permit the DOL to amend the model notices as  
necessary and provide the most current versions on the  
DOL’s website (as explained in the FAQs About the  
Affordable Care Act Implementation, Part XIX). A revised 
Children’s Health Insurance Program Reauthorization Act  
of 2009 model notice to update the fact that coverage under 
the exchanges may be available was also issued. The DOL 
noted that the use of the model notices is not required, but  
are provided solely for the purpose of facilitating compliance 
with the applicable notice requirements. 

Written comments are due on July 7, 2014. 
SOURCE: http://www.dol.gov/ebsa 

FAQs About ACA Implementation Part XIX: On May 2, 2014,  
the Departments of Labor, HHS, and Treasury (collectively 
referred to as “the Departments”) issued a series of eight FAQs 
addressing out-of-pocket maximums, tobacco cessation  
programs, Health Flexible Spending Account (“FSA”)  
carryovers and the summaries of benefits and coverage  
requirement. The highlights of the FAQs are as follows:

• COBRA Notices – Updated model notices are available,  
in electronic format, on the DOL’s website. 

• Out-of-Pocket Maximums – In accordance with prior 
guidance (FAQs About ACA Implementation, Part XVIII) 
balance billing from an out-of-network provider may, but 
need not, be counted toward the plan’s out-of-pocket 
maximum. A plan counts such spending towards the 
plan’s annual out-of-pocket maximum may use any  
reasonable method for doing so.

• Coverage of Preventive Services – A group health plan will 
be in compliance with the requirement to cover tobacco 
use counseling and interventions if the plan covers  
screening for tobacco use and at least two tobacco  
cessation attempts per year without cost-sharing.

• Health FSA Carryovers – Unused carryover amounts 
remaining at the end of a plan year in a health FSA that 
satisfy the modified “use-or-lose it” rule (as provided in 
Notice 2013-71) should not be taken into account when 
determining if the health FSA satisfies the maximum 
benefit payable limit prong under the excepted benefits 
regulations.

• Summary of Benefits and Coverage: Guidance in April 
2013 (FAQs About ACA Implementation Part XIV)  
provided instruction, materials, and an updated template 
for coverage beginning on or after January 1, 2014, and 
before January 15, 2015. The new guidance establishes 
that, until further guidance is issued, employers and 
insurers are authorized to use the template (and sample) 
provided in April 2013.

SOURCE: http://www.dol.gov/ebsa 

Executive Compensation
Request for Securities and Exchange Commission to Review  
Compensation Arrangements Between Nominating Shareholders and 
Board Nominees: On March 31, 2014, the General Counsel of 
the Council of Institutional Investors (“CII”) wrote a letter-
memorandum to the Securities and Exchange Commission 
(“SEC”) expressing concern that the SEC’s proxy rules 
 currently do not require the disclosure of adequate  
information regarding compensation arrangements between  
a nominee and the party that nominated that individual. 
The CII is a nonprofit association of pension funds, other  
employee benefit funds, endowments and foundations.  
The CII believes that there will be an increasing need for  
the SEC to act to ensure that investors are provided with 
information that will enable them to make informed voting 
decisions. The CII requests that the SEC explore the issuance 
of interpretive guidance or amendments to the proxy rules and 
proposes that, at minimum, contestants in a proxy contest 
should disclose, among other matters:

• The existence of any compensatory arrangement between 
the board nominee and a nominating shareholder;

• The specific components of any compensatory arrange-
ment;

• The goals and objectives of the any compensatory ar-
rangement, including whether the arrangements relate to 
the nominee’s willingness to be a nominee for the board 
or for service on the board once elected;

continued on page 13
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• Any indemnification and similar arrangements between the 
nominee and the nominating shareholder; 

• Any conflicts of interest presented by such compensation 
arrangements; and 

• Any other material features of the compensation arrangements.
SOURCE: http://www.cii.org 

Informal Advice on Tax Treatment of Restricted Stock Units: On April 4,  
2014, the Internal Revenue Service Office of Chief Counsel 
released Chief Counsel Advice to field attorneys, revenue agents 
and appeals officers addressing whether dividend equivalent 
units are considered part of the Restricted Stock Units (“RSUs”), 
or are considered a separate plan. The informal advice states that 
RSUs granted under an employment agreement are not stock and 
thus are not entitled to dividends in and of themselves; non- 
deferred dividend equivalent payments made in cash with 
respect to RSUs should be considered a separate benefit plan 
where the employment agreement provides that such payments 
are intended as an additional benefit and are subject to different 
payment terms than the RSUs. For Federal Insurance Contributions 
Act (“FICA”) purposes, the dividend equivalent benefits are  
properly viewed as subject to FICA taxes as and when paid.
SOURCE: http://www.irs.gov 

Internal Revenue Service Commences Limited-Scope Audit Initiative:  
On May 9, 2014, at the American Bar Association Section of  
Taxation 2014 May Meeting, Thomas D. Scholz, a Service  
official, announced that Code Section 409A audits of selected 
taxpayers are underway focusing on initial deferral elections, 
subsequent deferral elections and payouts, including the six-
month delay for specified employees. Code Section 409A  
provides strict guidelines for establishing and maintaining  
nonqualified deferred compensation plans. Violation of these 
rules can result in immediate taxation of current and previous 
deferrals, and significant penalties. Per Mr. Scholz, issues will be 
reviewed through the standard information document request, 
and the Service will try to limit the scope and burden on  
taxpayers by limiting the Service’s inquiry to the top ten highly 
compensated individuals, and deferral elections and payouts  
for years under examination.
SOURCE: http://www.abanet.org 

Our deepest thanks to Anjuli Cargain of Saltzman & Johnson for her 
work on the Quarterly Regulatory Update.

WE APPRECIATE OUR SPONSORS
2013–2014

Platinum
Altman & Cronin Benefit Consultants, LLC

Gold
Fidelity Investments 
JP Morgan Retirement Plan Services
Moss Adams
T. Rowe Price Retirement Plan Services, Inc. 
Towers Watson
Trucker◆Huss 
Vanguard
Wells Fargo Institutional Retirement and Trust 

Silver
Aon Hewitt
Buck Consultants
Charles Schwab 
Hanson Bridgett LLP
Lindquist LLP 
Morrison & Foerster LLP
Orrick, Herrington & Sutcliffe LLP 
Prudential Retirement 
Schultz Collins Lawson Chambers, Inc.

Bronze
Baker & McKenzie 
Bank of America Merrill Lynch
Bechtel Corporation 
GCA Law Partners LLP 
Mercer 
Primark Benefits
Principal Financial Group
Silicon Valley Accountancy Corp.
Transamerica Retirement Solutions
Wagner Law Group 
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http://www.abanet.org


Western Pension is on LinkedIn
A reminder: The SF Chapter has its own page, on which  
84 of you are now members. The Governing Board – the 
over-arching Western Pension organization representing all 
the chapters – maintains a separate LinkedIn page which 
you may also join. 

These pages are a quick way to learn about upcoming 
Chapter events and our upcoming annual summer  
conference in Las Vegas and to contribute to the ongoing 
conversation.  

 

EVENTS AND

ANNOUNCEMENTS
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JULY Brown Bag Session 
 Law Firm Retirement Plans 
 Speakers: 
 Bill Berry, Orrick, Herrington & Sutciffe 
 Andrew Ferguson, Altman & Cronin Benefit  
  Consultants, LLC
 LOCATION and DETAILS TO FOLLOW

We are at the end of the Chapter Year and are working on  
a great new calendar of events for 2014-2015. Check the  
website and your emails for details on all Chapter events.  
We look forward to seeing you and encourage you to  
communicate your ideas for events and programs.
 

What’s a Brown Bag  
and why do we need 

volunteers?
The San Francisco Chapter plans “Brown Bag”  
meetings throughout the year. These meetings are 
meant to be informal, but informational. We set the 
date, topic and location and members attend for free 
during a lunch hour in the financial district.

Our Brown Bag committee needs you!  Please 
consider joining the committee that brings great 
lunch-time discussions, like DOMA, open enrollment, 
and public pensions. We need volunteers to develop 
topics and arrange sessions. Volunteers are not 
required to attend the meetings, but are vital to our 
development of program material.

Please let us know of your interest by email at 
jenifer@wpbcsf.org.



CHAPTER INFO
MEMBER MOVES/UPDATES
BOARD OF DIRECTORS

WESTERN PENSION & BENEFITS COUNCIL   
SAN FRANCISCO CHAPTER
1819 Polk Street, #461
San Francisco, CA 94109-3003
(415) 730-5479
email: info@wpbcsf.org
http://www.westernpension.org

WP&BC San Francisco Chapter

OFFICERS

Andrew Ferguson, President
Altman & Cronin Benefit Consultants, LLC 
aferguson@altmancronin.com

Tina Chambers, Vice President
SageView Advisory Group 
tchambers@sageviewadvisory.com

George Pinto, Treasurer 
Silicon Valley Accountancy Corp. 
gpinto@cpas-svac.com

Michon Caton, Secretary 
Gap, Inc. 
Michon_Caton@gap.com

BOARD MEMBERS

William Berry 
Orrick, Herrington & Sutcliffe LLP 
wberry@orrick.com 

Karen Mack 
Altman & Cronin Benefit Consultants, LLC 
kmack@altmancronin.com

Lori McKenzie 
Charles Schwab & Co., Inc. 
Lori.McKenzie@schwab.com

Kevin Nolt 
Trucker◆Huss, APC 
KNolt@truckerhuss.com

COMMITTEE CHAIRS

Brad Wall, Spring Conference 
Moss Adams LLP 
brad.wall@mossadams.com

Bertha Minnihan, S.F. Program Committee
Moss Adams LLP 
Bertha.Minnihan@mossadams.com

Alison Wright, Brown Bag
Baker & McKenzie 
Alison.Wright@bakermckenzie.com

Amiram Givon, Silicon Valley Program
GCA Law Partners LLP 
agivon@gcalaw.com

Matt Gouaux, Membership Committee
Trucker◆Huss, APC 
MGouaux@truckerhuss.com

Katuri Kaye, Newsletter Editor
Trucker◆Huss, APC 
kkaye@truckerhuss.com

Jill Kleiner, Immediate Past President
Towers Watson 
Jill.Kleiner@towerswatson.com 

Jenifer McDonald, Chapter Administrator 
WP&BC San Francisco Chapter 
jenifer@wpbcsf.org

New To the Chapter
Patrick Carter 
 JP Morgan Asset Management

Jordan Nelson
 TIAA-CREF

Membership in the WP&BC San Francisco Chapter is open to individuals who are productively, substantially  
and continuously engaged in work in the field of employee benefits. Any individual who has been engaged  
in work in the field of employee benefits may become a member upon submission of a completed  
membership application, payment of dues, and approval by the Chapter Board of Directors. To join, visit 
http://www.westernpension.org.
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DISCLAIMER

While the Western Pension & Benefits 
Council seeks to include accurate and  
up-to-date information in the Newsletter,  
the Western Pension & Benefits Council 
makes no warranties or representations as 
to the accuracy of the material included in 
the Newsletter and assumes no responsibility 
for any errors or omissions in the content. 
Information contained in the Newsletter 
is believed to be correct as of the date of 
submission; however, the accuracy of the 
information may be affected by subsequent 
developments. 

The Newsletter is provided on the 
understanding that the Western Pension & 
Benefits Council is not engaged in rendering 
legal, accounting or other professional 
advice. If legal advice or professional 
assistance is required, the services of an 
appropriate professional should be sought.

This service is provided quarterly to our readers. If you wish to post an employment opportunity, 
please read the following note.

We do not warrant or claim that listings are accurate as written, and we cannot guarantee their 
timeliness. Listings must comply with applicable regulations for employment advertising.  
Email all listings to info@wpbcsf.com for a price quote. Ad cost is $50 for every 25-word 
segment. The next deadline for submission is September 1 for the Fall 2014 issue. Call Jenifer 
McDonald at the Chapter office for more information, (415) 730-5479.

EMPLOYMENT OPPORTUNITIES

The Newsletter is always looking for 
contributors. If you would like to write  
a topical benefits-related article or  
compile the quarterly regulatory update 
for an upcoming issue, please contact 
Katuri Kaye at: kkaye@truckerhuss.com 
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